
Fast-Growing AppsFlyer 
Automates Security Policy 
Validation with Axonius

Mobile attribution and analytics leader AppsFlyer works 
with over 12,000 customers, including Walmart, Nike, HBO, 
Tencent, and NBC Universal. They count Facebook, Google, 
Apple Search Ads, Salesforce, and Adobe among our 
ecosystem of over 6,000 technology partners.

Implementing Security Solutions at a Growing Company
When he joined mobile attribution and analytics leader AppsFlyer in January 2018, 
CISO Guy Flechter began implementing a wide-ranging cybersecurity program to 
protect his heterogenous environment.

“The nature of our business coupled with how quickly we’ve grown has led to an 
environment that is far from uniform,” said Flechter. 

“With Windows devices in AD, Macs managed by JAMF, Linux devices managed 
by Chef, various security tools (such as: end point protection, EDR, deception and 
more) on every laptop, MDM solutions, deception agents, and so on, the result was a 
patchwork of security solutions. And although adopting best-of-breed solutions is the 
right strategy, it becomes a management headache.”

Ensuring Policy Adherence
After implementing the best security tools for every device type, the AppsFlyer team 
realized that they needed an automated way to ensure that every device had the 
required solutions installed, and that users had the correct permissions to adhere to 
the overall security policy.

“We needed an easy and automated way to have clear visibility into which agents were 
missing from each device, and a way to know when users had rights that conflicted with 
our security policies. 

For example, I want to immediately see all Windows devices missing an endpoint 
agent, unmanaged devices in various VLANs, and I want to know any time a user has 
been active but hasn’t changed their password in the past 60 days. These are really 
foundational elements of any cybersecurity program, and there were no good ways to 
get the answers,” said Flechter.

470+
EMPLOYEES

Validating that security solutions are deployed appropriately 
and users have correct permissions enterprise- wide.

KEY CHALLENGES

Axonius Cybersecurity Asset Management Platform
SOLUTION

With a comprehensive inventory of all assets, users, and security 
solutions, AppsFlyer was able to get clear visibility into the 
deployment of the different security solutions and automate 
ongoing security policy adherence.

RESULTS

CUSTOMER CASE STUDY



“The Axonius solution 
was dead simple to 
deploy, and I can’t say 
enough about the team 
and how quickly they 
responded to new 
feature requests or 
improvements.

GUY FLECHTER
CISO, APPSFLYER

Axonius is the cybersecurity asset management platform 
that lets IT and Security teams see devices for what they 
are in order to manage and secure all. Interested in 
seeing what Axonius can do for your organization?

See for Yourself.
L E T ’ S  TA L K

Enriching Vulnerability Information
Through its integration with known vulnerability feeds, the Axonius platform was also 
able to provide AppsFlyer with enriched vulnerability data for all devices. This deep, 
contextual information decreased the time it took to gather more data to investigate 
incidents and helped to prioritize patching and upgrades.

Immediate Time to Value
“I’ve rolled out countless security solutions in my career,” noted Flechter. 

“And in many cases you run into bugs, dependencies, and unforeseen issues that take 
months to get fixed and IT teams struggle to find the exact locations of the gaps. The 
Axonius solution was dead simple to deploy, and I can’t say enough about the team 
and how quickly they responded to new feature requests or improvements. Any issue I 
faced or improvement I requested was solved in less than a week.”

Simple, Automated Asset Management with Axonius
By connecting the Axonius platform with the security solutions they had implemented, 
the AppsFlyer team was able to instantly see all devices – both managed and 
unmanaged – to take action and correct discrepancies.

“We were able to quickly identify any device that didn’t adhere to our policy and were 
able to turn on alerts to know any time a device or user fell out of compliance,” noted 
Flechter. “The ability to write highly granular queries and turn them into alerts gives us 
confidence that we’ll know any time there’s an anomaly that needs attention.”

https://www.axonius.com/demo/


Extreme Engineering 
Solutions Ensures Compliance 
Requirements While 
Reducing Manual Work

Design and manufacture ruggedized computing boards, 
supplying some government customers.

The Challenge of Tracking Assets with Limited Resources
Adam Pankow, Cybersecurity Administrator at Extreme Engineering Solutions is acutely 
aware of the importance of compliance within a security program. However, since 
joining in June 2018, a problem facing many organizations was holding Adam back: a 
clear understanding of exactly what assets were on his network.

“If you ask five different people in the organization what we have on the network or 
how many assets there are, each one of them will pull up a different tool and give a 
different answer,” Adam said.

While the problem was known, the solution wasn’t obvious, and compounded further 
by separate data sources across departments and a lack of sufficient resources. With a 
smaller security team, Adam found the manual process of asset discovery consuming 
too much of his team’s time and energy.

“It was extremely difficult. We had to pick multiple sources and comb through each of 
them, amplifying the amount of work,” he explained.

Addressing Compliance Regulations
With the rising pressure to meet compliance regulations, especially when working with 
government customers, Adam and his team realized that manually tracking assets was 
no longer sustainable.

“One of the key pillars of NIST and other compliance frameworks is understanding 
the scope of your network, understanding what is occurring on it, and being able to 
efficiently detect things that shouldn’t be on there,” Adam said. “We weren’t able to 
easily do that.”

Adam decided to reach out to his professional network for advice on how to attack the 
issue — and the resounding answer was Axonius.

“Everyone I spoke with saw Axonius as the only real tool for the job,” he said.

350
EMPLOYEES

Manually tracking multiple data sources to determine the 
full scope of their network. Inability to efficiently detecting 
unauthorized assets for compliance purposes.

KEY CHALLENGES

Axonius Cybersecurity Asset Management Platform
SOLUTION

By connecting the Axonius platform with their data sources, 
Extreme Engineering Solutions reduced the time needed to gain 
a comprehensive asset inventory while ensuring compliance 
requirements.

RESULTS

CUSTOMER CASE STUDY



As soon as the proof of concept (POC) with Axonius was initiated, Adam and his team 
were able to see how easy it was to attain a full, comprehensive inventory of all the 
assets on their network. This drastically reduced the time it had previously taken to dig 
through a multitude of tools. 

Once fully installed, Axonius quickly became a key piece in Adam’s security workflow. 
By plugging into the Axonius adaptors, Extreme Engineering Solutions is now able to 
correlate and aggregate data from all of their existing tools. This helps them identify and 
address unmanaged device concerns to ensure critical compliance requirements.

“The POC alone showed us how many different data sources we have that can be 
correlated,” said Adam. “We want to be aware of everything that is on our network 
and know that it is configured in a proper manner. Axonius helps us ensure that, by 
being able to aggregate all our data sources and then see if a device is improperly 
configured.”

Beyond a security standpoint, Extreme Engineering Solutions also found the adaptability 
of the Axonius platform could be utilized in other departments — namely, IT.

“If there’s a device that’s causing disruption, IT has limited access to Axonius, so they can 
now quickly search and actually figure out where that device is located, without having 
to check multiple sources,” he explained.

“Their product 
answers questions 
that really should 
be easy to answer 
— I didn’t think it 
was possible for it 
to be so easy.

ADAM PANKOW
CYBERSECURITY ADMINISTRATOR, 
EXTREME ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS

Axonius is the cybersecurity asset management platform 
that lets IT and Security teams see devices for what they 
are in order to manage and secure all. Interested in 
seeing what Axonius can do for your organization?

See for Yourself.
L E T ’ S  TA L K

Immediate Time to Value
“Axonius’ response time is unmatched - they’re able to turn around a revision or 
address concerns we have almost immediately” said Adam. 

“I’ve been impressed and pleased with the speed of their team, their responsiveness, 
and their professionalism.” he went on. “Their product answers questions that really 
should be easy to answer — I didn’t think it was possible for it to be so easy.”

The “Aha” Moment

https://www.axonius.com/demo/


Landmark Health Solves 
Compliance Challenges 
and Software License 
Inconsistencies with Axonius

Landmark is a risk-based provider group that delivers high 
quality, in-home medical care to chronically ill populations.

The Nightmare of Manually Validating 
Software Coverage for Compliance
Since joining Landmark Health as Director of Information Security in October 2017, 
Jeffrey Gardner sought to solve difficult challenges around compliance and software 
license management. Apart from traditional IT Asset Management, Gardner and 
his security team perform monthly red team exercises to verify that all devices are 
compliant with Landmark Health’s security and software license management policies. 
Typically this exercise passed with flying colors...until it didn’t.

“During our red team exercises, we would hit devices with known exploits and they 
would fail as expected,” said Gardner. “But then all of a sudden, one would succeed 
and we would discover that the device was missing half of the security solutions that 
should be there. And while there are layers to security, if a device is missing the most 
basic security solutions, it’s game over. If even 1 device is missing 1 solution, that will 
become the lynchpin and take everything else down with it.”

Aside from red team exercises and manual audits every 3 months, the team at 
Landmark Health relied on dumping device information out of Active Directory, doing 
the same with each security tool, and then using vlookups in excel to try to match 
devices with the solutions that should be installed.

The “Aha” Moment
While attending the RSA Conference in 2019, Gardner attended the Innovation 
Sandbox competition and watched the winning pitch from Axonius. Assuming that the 
manual work needed to ensure policy adherence was a necessary evil, Gardner was 
impressed by the simplicity of the Axonius solution.

“There has never been a tool that does what Axonius does,” said Gardner, “and I 
didn’t realize there was a solution to the problem, so we never tried to solve it. Asset 
management, policy validation, and cyber hygiene are so inconvenient and manual, 
but so essential.”

1,300
EMPLOYEES

Manually validating that solutions are deployed appropriately 
for compliance and software license management.

KEY CHALLENGES

Axonius Cybersecurity Asset Management Platform
SOLUTION

By automating policy validation to ensure each device meets 
compliance requirements, Landmark Health increased their 
security posture while eliminating manual, time-consuming audits.

RESULTS

CUSTOMER CASE STUDY



“There has never been 
a tool that does what 
Axonius does, allowing 
us to tie everything 
together using simple 
queries and then 
putting compliance on 
autopilot.

JEFFREY GARDNER
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION SECURITY

Axonius is the cybersecurity asset management platform 
that lets IT and Security teams see devices for what they 
are in order to manage and secure all. Interested in 
seeing what Axonius can do for your organization?

See for Yourself.
L E T ’ S  TA L K

Immediate Time to Value and ROI
As with any purchase, Gardner needs to prove value and return on investment for 
any tool implemented at Landmark Health. By demonstrating automated auditing 
capabilities, time savings, and reduced risk, Gardner was able to show value 
immediately. 

“We mainly focus our metrics around compliance, so we want to constantly compare 
ourselves against our last manual audit to show continuous improvement,” said 
Gardner.

“Since we’re able to move from a 3-month audit window to an automated, daily audit, 
we can immediately track improvement and move much faster to take action. The time 
saved on the manual audit itself is valuable, and I can conservatively say that we’re 70% 
better off than we were before now that we have Axonius.”

Recommending Axonius
“I’d recommend Axonius to any company that isn’t full of people that love doing 
manual audits and live for dumping data into excel to do lookups,” Gardner added. 

“There’s just no downside. There has never been a tool that does what Axonius 
does, allowing us to tie everything together using simple queries and then putting 
compliance on autopilot.”

https://www.axonius.com/demo/
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